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Inkwell

Hie Award-Winning Voice of Armstrong Atlantic State University

Week of February 23, 2006

Higher
Education
Act Reform
Financial Aid for
Students with History
of Drug Conviction
Angela Mensing
StaffWriter

The presentation of Talley's Folly takes the audiences back in time

Don't Be a Rotten Egg
Amanda Thomas
Staff writer

Failed ice-skating attempts,
stifled romance and pain
ful secrets are all elements
in Lanford Wilson's play,
"Talley's Folly," presented
by the AASU Masquers and

directed by Dr. Roger Miller
in Jenkins Theatre on Feb.
16-19 and 23-25.
A rundown boathouse on
the Talley farm near Leba
non, MO during World War
II serves as the setting in
the comedy-drama which

Picking Up The Pieces After
Hurricane Katrina

opens with an introduction
by a German, middle-aged
accountant, Matt Fried
man, played by Benajamin
Wolfe.
Matt directly informs the
audience that he is making a
surprise visit on his former

lover, Sally Talley (Meagan
Brower) and that the play
will unfold as a waltz and
end with a romance, or in
this case, her hand in marTalley's Folly...
Continued on page 9

In 1998, Congress amended
the 1965 Higher Education
Act to include a drug provi
sion ... a provision-that has
either delayed or denied fi
nancial aid to over 180,000
individuals with a past drug
conviction.
Students with Sensible
Drug Policy (SSDP) along
with the American CivilLib
erties Union (ACLU) and the
Coalition for Higher Educa
tion Act Reform (CHEAR)
have finally made some
headway in getting Con
gress to amend the drug
provision.
The goal of the coalition
was to have the entire drug
provision removed from
HEA; however, the recent
amendment now allowsstu
dents with minor drug con
victions dating back to precollege days to receive finan
cial aid if they meet the other
eligibility requirements. If a
student is arrested for drug

HEA Reform...
Continued on page 3

National Condom Week Addresses Global Epidemic
Angela Mensing
StaffWriter

"Cover your stump before
you hump ...When in doubt,
shroud your spout."
With slogans such as
these, National Condom
Week, celebrated Feb 14-21,
should draw lots of atten
tion; however, many AASU
students have never heard
of it.
The University of Cali
fornia-Berkeley started
National Condom Week in
1978 and by the 1990s most

AASU faculty, staff and students Can Aid in Cleanup
Karen Pierce
Spring Break.
Staff writer
As the presenter, Michael
Edwards, spoke to AASU
Have you ever wanted to students who want to go
help the relief effort for to the Gulf during spring
Katrina, but found yourself break to aid in hurricane
relief cleanup
short on cash?
We have all done the dime According to Edwards, the
in the jar, but there isn't re relief has been focused on
ally anything to show from "the poorest county in Mis
sissippi," Hancock county,
it.
However, Give for the which is in the middle of
Gulf o ffers a way that you the Mississippi Basin where
:an help without taxing
^our bank account heavily, Katrina...
fhis option is the Alternative Continued on page 3

Condom Week...
Continued on page 2

Women's College Basketball
Armstrong Still Giving to the Gulf
I
Reigning
PBC Player of the Week Audo sha
Armstrong Atlantic State University's Give to
I
Kell
ey
and
Alicia Durham scoreda combined
the Gulf Campaign has given over $15,000 to
I 40 poin ts, leading Armstrong Atlantic State
hurricane Katrina victims.
| to a 78-64 victory over Lander Feb. 15
Page-3
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Can You Dance?
The Campus Union Board's Doubleheader
sponsored by VAPAC with street dance ex
traordinaire, Bam the Liquid Robot.
Page-7
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Armstrong Atlantic State University
Calendar of Events
Friday. February 24
Softball Tournament in Jacksonville, FL
2:30p.m.-4:00p.m. itrie Sanchez composition graduation recital in Fine
Arts Auditorium
Saturday. February 25
Softball Tournament in Jacksonville, FL
8:00a.m.-7:00p.m. GMTA Performance Evaluation Clinic in Fine Arts
Auditorium
10:00a.m.-11:30a.m. Master Comprehensive Exam/Portfolio Workshop
l:00p.m.-6:00p.m. CUB Tailgate and Games
l:00p.m.-6:00p.m. Baseball vs. North Georgia (DH) at Pirate Field
2:00p.m.-4:

vs. Nc
>i§

2:00p.m.-5:

vs. North Georgia
Sunday. February 26
Softball Tournament in Jacksonville, FL.
10:00a,m.-l:00p.m. Men's and Women's Tennis at West Florida
2:00p.m.-5:00p.m. Baseball vs. North Georgia
Monday. February 27
12:00p.m.-l:30p.m. Wesley Fellowship Luncheon in UH 157

Rally for Relay
Students meet to discuss upcoming Relay for Life
Amanda Thomas

Staff writer

Students met to receive infor
mation on participating in Relay
for Life, an overnight fund-raising
event to celebrate cancer survivors
and raise money for research.
Amanda Robinson, an intern
with the American Cancer Society,
hosted the meeting to encourage
students to start forming teams and
to begin fundraising in order to par
ticipate in the all-night rally, which
will start at 6 p.m. at Benedictine
Military Academy on May 12 and
end at 9 a.m. the next morning.
Teams consist of 8-15 people
who compete in fundraising, display
team themes at Relay and have at
least one member of the team walk
ing in the relay for the entirety of the
event. Although a team must raise
$500 to obtain a tent at the relay,
Robinson said it would not be hard
for teams to raise the money.
"It sounds like a lot of money, but
it really isn't hard because people
are always so willing to give to a
cause like this one," Robinson said.
The money raised for the tents will
go towards the cause.
Joy Kerkhoff, co-chair of Relay
for Life in Savannah, attended the

meeting to express the need for
student involvement.
"We've had teams from Armstrong
off and on over the years, but there
never has been a strong response,"
Kerkhoff said. "However, we still
managed to raise around $254,000
in just the Savannah event. If we
can get strong support from stu
dents, I know we could raise a lot
more."
Kerkhoff explained that they
would have live bands, food,games
and contests for the participants at
the event while they participate
in the nightlong relay. Contests
include ones such as the "Reverse
Beauty Pageant," where males
from each team dress as females
in order to raise the most money
from the audience and be crowned
the queen.
Both Robinson and Kerkhoff
made it clear that although Relay
for Life is a fun event, the biggest
reward is seeing the community
come together to fight for a cure
together.
For more information on join
ing in with the AASU Relay for
Life, contact Amanda Robinson at
a_m_r_210@hotmail.com.

12:00p.m.-l:30p.m. Student Government Association in UH 158
7:30p.m.-9:30p.m. Rho Tau Meeting
Tuesday. February 28
2:30p,m.-4:00p.m. Academic Council Meeting in UH 157
7:00p.m.-10i00p.m. Sci Fi Fantasy Role Playing and Meeting in Gamble
101

Wednesday, March 1
12:00p.m.-l :30p.m. Hudson Math & CS Colloquium in UH 157

The Bloodsuckers Are
Back in Town
Student Government hosts blood drive
Chris Nowicki

News Editor

SGA Update

More budget hearings and updating of Constitutions
Chris Nowicki

News Editor

The Student Government Asso
ciation of Armstrong Atlantic State
University held its weekly meeting
on Mon, Feb. 13.
Treasurer Erik Reid reported to
the senators that the executive board
and finance committee held the bud
get hearings over the weekend for
the allocation of the student activity
funds for the 2006-2007 academic
year. Reid reported that the reports
would be ready to bring to the sen
ate for discussion and approval next
week.

The executive board and senators
spent the meeting going through and
discussing the Student Government
Association Constitution, as well as
Campus Union Board Constitution.
The main updates and changes
being made are to clean it up and
to update some items that have not
been changed in many years.
The new updated Constitution will
be on the upcoming ballot during the
elections.
SGA would like to remind students
that their weekly meetings are open
meetings to the student body and in
vite any and all students to attend.

The Student Government As
sociation once again hosted a
blood drive in partnership with
the American Red Cross.
Pizza and t-shirts were handed
out to the donors.
The SGA partners often with the
American Red Cross to host blood
drives on the AASU campus aspart
of its community service.
"It gives us the opportunity to
reach out to the community and
expand outside Armstrong to the
community to show we care," said
Sarah Jakway, Blood Drive Coor
dinator.
Only around 30 people showed
up to donate blood. Jakway cred
its this to the cool and unpleasant
weather and there was a delay

in outgoing mail flyers about the
event to past donors.
"We had a good turnout con
sidering another organization on
campus hosted a blood drive just a
week prior to ours," said Jakway.
The American Red Cross relieson
blood drives such as these tocollect
blood of all types to aid in the medi
cal field in the surrounding area.
All blood types are needed in
any drive to be able to establish
a decent supply to blood to local
hospitals.
The American Red Cross urges
anyone who is qualified to donate
to do so; the gift of blood can go a
long way in the life of a patient.
For more information on do
nating blood to the American Red
Cross log onto www.givelife.org or
call 1-800-GIVE-LIFE
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Armstrong Still Giving to the Gulf
Jessica Rice

Over $15,000 already donated to hurricane victims

Staff Writer

Armstrong
Atlantic State
State TTni
Armstrong Atlantic
Umversity's Give to the Gulf Campaign
has given over $15,000 to hurricane
Katrina victims.
This amount is, "rapidly increas
ing to 16,000," according to Dr.
Leigh Rich, a faculty member work
ing closely with the campaign that
also serves on its public relations
and press committee.
The proceeds from money col
lected go into a specific AASU foun
dation account that specifies the
account is for the Give to the Gulf
Campaign.
The committee has already sent
a large portion of t hese funds as a
direct contribution to the Red Cross.
All o ther funds will b e sent to the
National Second Harvest food bank
or to the Red Cross.
Armstrong's annual United Way

Campaign opted to donate $4,000 of committees are currently active,but
campaign. they are in place if needed.
0yer 3Q other campus-related orgaStudents, faculty and staff are also
nizations participated with dona planning an, "Alternative Spring
tions. These donations included Break Trip" to Pearlington, Miss, to
money, toys, clothing, household help with rebuilding efforts.
items and other objects useful to
Somi Benson-Jaja, a sophomore
refugees. "A coordinating com music education major, has already
mittee was created to oversee the signed up. "I tend to stay here and
campaign but the success has been Savannah is usually pretty dull. I
collaboration between the students, have two hands that can work, so
faculty, and staff," Dr. Alice Adams, I can help these people." Bensonwho serves on the coordinating com Jaja alsoexpressed that hehad never
mittee for the campaign, said.
been to Miss, and felt he could help
All committees for the campaign when this opportunity opened up.
The group will leave on Sat, Mar.
are made up of student, staff and
faculty. "We really wanted this to 11, 2 006 and return Thu, Mar. 16.
be a collaborative student effort, not "We have at least twelve that have
a mandate from above," Rich said. already expressed interest," Adams
The committees that oversee the said. Only a maximum of 24 i ndi
campaign include a coordinating, viduals can go. Anyone interested
press and public relations, donation, in participating in the trip should
discussion forum, volunteer and contact Adams. The personal cost
victims committee. Not all of these. should be nomore than $40 per per
whattheycollectedtothe

Running for the Gulf Coast
Student, faculty, and visitors participate in 5K race to benefit charity

Jessica Rice
Staff Writer

The Association for Computing
Machineiy hosted Armstrong Atlan
tic State's second annual Sweetheart
5K run.
Approximately 127 individuals
participated in the race. The cost
for entering the race for a pre-registered individual was $10 and $15
for couples.
Anyone who registered the morn
ing of the race paid an individual fee
of $15, while couples paid $20. All
proceeds from the 5K will be given
to Armstrong's Give to the Gulf
campaign.
Approximately 22 of t hose that
had pre-registered did not show up.
The proceeds from their registration
fee will still go to the Giveto the Gulf
campaign. 20 of the runners regis
tered the morning of the race. "We
were expecting about as many that
showed up." Katie Hoenshell, vicechairman of ACM said. Additional
donations were also given by some
of the participants.
This run is the second time
Armstrong has hosted the Sweet
heart 5K. Savannah Striders, a local
running group, helped to organize
the marathon. They have helped
host many marathons around Sa
vannah. Most recently they assisted
in the Tybee Marathon.
This year, the ACM ho sted the
event. "Every fall wehave a cookout
as a general fundraiser, this was our
way of contributing to the Giveto the
Gulf campaign, other organizations
have done their part so we wanted

to, also," said Wesley Wise, the
treasurer of ACM.
The race circled Armstrong's
campus three times. Starting atthe
end of Libra ry Drive, the first lap
circled all the way around Burnett
Boulevard and University Drive.
The second and third lap turned
at Science Drive and circled back
down Library Drive. This caused
some confusion amongst a few of
the runners. Times were adjusted
at the end of the race to compen
sate for the misunderstanding.
The second place in overall male
was Theo Beiterand third placewas
Brian Moody. The Overall Female
winner Sarah Plaspohl finished in
21 minutes and one second. The
second place in overall female was
Sarah Batt, and the third place was
Rebecca Snyder.
David and Sarah Plaspohl won
the overall first prize for couples.
Sara Batt and Brian Moody placed
second, and Joe and Rebecca Sny
der placed third. The couple that
had the best combined times won
in this category.
Gordon Varnedoe finished the
race last, but was still awarded
first prize in the male over sixty
category. He praised this race as
being successful: "I finished behind
everyone that entered, but ahead of
everyone that didn't race."
Prizes were also awarded to
males and females in each age
group. Prizes were donated by
the Campus Union Board, Me
morial Health and the School of
Computing.

son. "Cheapest spring break you'll
ever go on," Adams said.
Give to the Gulf is also collect
ing items to be taken to Mississippi
when the trip is made. Cleaning
supplies, tools for rebuilding and
demolition andbasic household sup
plies all need to bedonated. "There
are still a lot of peopl e not back in
their homes and need the basics,"
Adams said.
Give to the Gulf T-Shirts are still
on sale whilesupplies last. They are
available in Solms Hall room 201.
All p roceeds from these go to the
Give to the Gulf.
All of campus has been involved in
the campaign. Rich hopes this does
not end after the spring semester.
"The region's been so devastated a
year long initiative is not enough;
we would like to see enough mo
mentum to carry this beyond the
planned year."

Katrina...
Continued from page 1

on this personal mission of helping
these communities; through a previ
ous effort, he rebuilt a house for an
flood waters did the most damage. elderly
couple. Theycan now return
Not even the National Guard had to a house
instead of rubble.
seen something so destructive.
A total of nine trips have already
Their mission is a three phase op taken place. Thecost of the Alterna
eration. First is an immediate first tive Spring break will be nominal. If
response, then a community out interested call 912-429-4220 or go
reach and lastly, the mission work to their website at www.pickinupth
to reestablish the community.
epieces.org. "Community building
The group needs volunteers to help not only strengthen their commu
complete their mission.
nity but our as well," said Edwards.
Edwards was the first who started

Condom Week...
Continued from page 1
universities in the U.S. had followed
suit.
While the rates of some sexu
ally-transmitted diseases have
dropped, according to the latest
U.S. STD data as reported in "Aids
Alert" December 2005, other rates
have increased. The article claims
"the national picture on sexuallytransmitted diseases (STDs) shows
a positive trend of a decline in new
infections of go norrhea, while the
rates of syphilis infections is increas
ing among men who have sex with
men (MSM), and chlamydia remains
a major health threat, especially to
young women."
Chlamydia is an STD that can cause
sterility in women and isconsidered
the most prevalent reported STD in
America, with approximately 3 mil
lion new cases diagnosed every year,
according to a Pharmacists Planning
Service, Inc press release.
Some Christian organizations and
governments oppose the globalpro
motion of condom use. The Vatican
recently withdrew an invitation to
a Brazilian singer "who was to have
sung at a concert in Rome, because
of her support for the useof condoms
to prevent the spread of HIV/Aids"

according to an article inthe spring
2006 edition of "Conscience."
The Bush Administration has
chosen to endorse a "just say no"
program, encouraging abstinence
instead of safe sex. AASU Public
Health Associate Professor Dr.
Leigh Rich, in response to the
Bush administration's philosophy,
said "teaching abstinence alone is
not enough."
According to Rich, "we n eed to
teach people how to make their own
choices when it comes to sex and
then teach them howto develop the
skills to carry out those choices."
She believes in the significance of
opening up the communication
lines on the topic of sex, since the
vast amount of c ommercials and
television programs use sex to sell
products.
AASU's Feminist Majority Lead
ership Alliance (FMLA) and the
Chatham County branch of Planned
Parenthood have decided to work
together in making AASU students
aware of the importance of safe
sex. On Feb. 14 in the Shearhouse
Plaza, Planned Parenthood was onsite distributing free condoms and
reproductive literature.
For more information on HIV,
STDs and the use of condoms,
please check out www.cdcpin.org.
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Check out the Inkwell's Reader Survey!
Please take some time to fill out this form and return
it to our office located in MCC 202. We want to know
what you would like to see in the paper and what you
would like to see gone.
1. What section of the Inkwell do you most often read?
Campus news, Sports, Arts and Entertainment, Columns,
opinions and editorials
2. What section of the Inkwell would you like to see expand
ed?
Campus news, Sports, Arts and Entertainment, Columns,
opinions and editorials
3. What

section of the Inkwell do you read least?
Campus news, Sports, Arts and Entertainment, Columns,
opinions and editorials

Frctov £/v& (F f

What would you like to see in the Inkwell that is currently
not published?

Come find out what we're all about!
Stop by for an Open House here at The Inkwell Office.

4.

February 28, 2006 at 1 pm
MCC 202

In the News section, what would you like to see more of?
Investigative/breaking news, weekly features, events around
Savannah, more pictures
5.

6. In the Sports section, what would you like to see more of?
Player profiles, game coverage, breaking news, more pic
tures, sports around the world
7. In the Arts and Entertainment section, what would like to
see more of?
i heatre, music, movies, reviews, art, fashion, food, humor,
games, more pictures

Do you love to write? Do you
want to get paidjfcet paid to
writf!

8. In the Opinions section, what would you like to see more
of?
Political, science, environment, advice, more pictures
9- What would you like to see taken out of the Inkwell?

The Inkwell is currency hiring writers for

Do you feel that the Inkwell is not covering certain events
or topics?

10.

11.

Cm

What makes you pick up the Inkwell every week?

Do you read the paper every week ot whenever you have
the chance?

12.

|tOjng.edu

What do you think we should do in order to expand and
become a better voice for AASU students?

13.

J3

>1 more
information at

ATTENTION STUDENTS, FACULTY
AND STAFF!!

N*

STOP BY MCC 201 NOW TO
RECEIVE YOUR DISCOUNT CARD
ARMSTRONG ATLANT1
STATE UNIVERSITY

CARDS ARE AVAILABLE AND
OFFER DISCOUNTS TO MANY
LOCAL BUS INESSES

STUDENT, FACULTY
AN D STAFF DISCOUNT CARD
J'

Sports
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AASU Defends their Rankings in the
First Home Match of the Season

SuperGoose
Intramural
Soccer Finals

Maiy Culp

Sports Editor

Both Armstrong Atlantic State
tennis teams playedstrongly against
visiting Francis Marion on Feb. 19
losing only one singles match to
FMU senior Kevin Taylor.
AASU's Davor Zink was frustrated
over his loss to Taylor at number 1
singles. Taylor, who captured the
Wilson/Intercollegiate Tennis
Association (ITA) Mid-Atlantic
Region singles title in October of
2005, picked up the win with 6-3,
7-5 score. Zink said that he lost ona
couple of serves, and though he had
some really great serves, "you can't
win with one or two points."
AASU's Assistant Coach for the
tennis teams, Zsofi Golopencza,
shared her high hopes for AASU's
first home matches with tennis
player Caroline Grage. "As far as the
expectations and outcomes, I expect
tough matches on both days, and I
have a good feeling that both AASU
teams will win."
The women won all of their
matches fulfilling their Golopencza's prophecy. "Our aim was to
make it 9-0, and wedid it,"said Iulia
Stupak, who won her match against
Sarka Vitkova at 6-0, 7-6.
Golopencza shared her excitement
about the first home games with
Grage. "I look forward to our first
home matches next weekend. We're
going to host Columbus State Uni
versity and Francis Marion University at Bacon park where the facility
and tennis courts are brand new, so
it should be a niceexperience for the
players," said Golopencza.
Even with the win on Sun.,
the weekend did not go as well

The Athletics Defeat The
Nads 7-6 in Overtime

e
£ Robert Hall
rO Staff Writer

The number one and number two
35 teams in the SuperGoose Winter
S. Indoor Soccer league squared off in a
3
Oo rematch from earlier in the season.
The Nads gave The Athletics their
only loss of the season, asboth teams
looked hungry for the covetedwin on
Feb. 14. Both teams advanced to the
semi-finals on forfeits Feb. 12, but
took in practice games that day to
prepare forthe second game oftheir
doubleheaders.
The Athletics defeated SPC, and
the Nads defeated the Diablos Rojos
to advance to the final match-up on
St. Valentine's Day.
The Nads scored quickly in the
opening half of the final scoring two
goals. The Athletics responded in
kind near the middle of the half with
two of their own. In all, there were
four ties and five lead changes dur
ing the courseof the game. The pace
remained fast as both teams played
incredible defense as well as strong
offense.
Team morale was up going into
the second half on both sides. The
Davor Zink
Athletics went up 6-5late in the sec
ond half. But, with just 51 seconds
as planed. They started off with a loss, though, in the last stretcl I of to go, the Nads found an opening
match against Columbus State Uni- the contest. The matches were calied and scored a gutsy goal to take the
versity on Feb.18. The day looked off due to rain, and following Peach game into overtime. Two minutes
promising for AASU, a s they were Belt Conference Rule, they will notbe into overtime,however, the Athletics
leading 4-0 in both the men's and made up this season. "It's really sad swarmed the goal and sent a power
because we played very well. Coll1m- ful shot into the right corner of the
women's competitions,
Columbus State avoided the bus State was lucky," said Stupalc
goal for the tournament victory.
After the game, both teams re
ceived plaques and medals for their
outstanding performances. Of th e
top
four scorers of the season, two
Angela Mensing
ing. "We beat a good team, but played for the Nads and two played
Staff Writer
our hitting was good and things
came together for us," said Rob for the Athletics, with Drew Adler
The SCS Owls ranked number 1in erson. Aaron Johnson relieved of the Nads scoring the season-high
the NCAA DII Northeast Region Roberson in the top of the 7th 26 goals.
last year did not go down easily in inning.
their series against Armstrong's
The Owls started to make a
Pirates.
comeback after AASU ca tcher
Both teams played hard through Daniel Kaufman's pick-off throw
out the first three games withclose in the top of the 8th inning,, allow
scores (Gi 7-6 in the 10th inning, ing the Owl's to score their third
G2 8-7, G3 9-7); however, despite run of the game. SCS freshman
a first inning 2 RBI ho merun by Michael Diaz h it a 2 RBI single
SCS sophomore Joe Kahlden, the with bases loaded, making the
AASU P irates now 8-0-1 for the score 11-6. AASU Assistant Coach
season trampled the SCS Owls in Culberson replaced Johnson in
the final game, 14-6. According to the top of the 8th inning with last
SCS Head Coach TimShea, "we're year's All-American closer, senior
disappointed but not discouraged. MattNalutka. Outfielder,Truman
Joe (Coach Roberts) has a good Marek, cemented the Pirate's win
club this year and hopefully we'll in the bottom of the 8th with a 3
be able to meet each other again RBI triple.
in Alabama."
The AASU player highlights of
Email Marv Culp at
Sunday's AASU starting pitcher, the seriesinclude Jarin Lewis with
maryculp6@comcast.i
Jacob Roberson, won his second a total of nine runs, three doubles,
win of t he season, allowing only pair of triples and a homerun.
2 runs. The 6'3" junior played his Lewis leads Armstrong with two
longest game of his collegiate ca homeruns this season. Marek
reer with six full innings of pitch scored a series total of 6 RBIs.
(/5

AASU Pirates Sweep 4-Game Series against SCS Owls

Wanted:
Snorts
Wrnters
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Women's College Basketball:
AASU 78, Lander 64
Release Courtesy of Lander Sports
Information

Reigning PBC Player of the Week
Audosha Kelley and Alicia Durham
scored a combined 40 points, lead
ing Armstrong Atlantic State to a7864 victory over Lander in a Peach
Belt Conference women's game
Feb. 15 at Home Arena.
Armstrong Atlantic improved to
13-11 overall and 8-9 in the Peach
Belt, while the Lady Bearcats fell to
4-19, 0-15.
Kelley scored a game-high 22
points, while Durham had nine of
her 18 points during a crucial stage
early in the second half. Kaneetha
Gordon led the Lady Pirates with 11
rebounds, while Kelley grabbed 10.
Shatora Irby led Lander with 20
points, hitting 6-of-io shots from the
floor and all six of her free throw at

tempts. Jennifer Hukill scored 14 of
her 15 points in the first half, while
Linlei Ward and Tara Nyikavaranda
added 11 points each. Lashaundra
Dubose paced the Lady Bearca ts
with 12 rebounds and seven as
sists.
Irby's lay-up cut Lander's defi
cit to 67-60 at the 3:45 mark. But
Armstrong closed the game on an
11-4 run.
For the game, the Lady Bearcats
made 23-of-55 shots from the
floor (42 percent), i2-of-i7 free
throws (71 percent), and 6-of-i6
from 3-point range (38 percent).
Armstrong hit 29-of-6i shots from
the floor (48
percent), i3-of-i6 from the stripe
(81 percent), and 7-of-i7 from
behind the arc (41 percent). The
Lady Pirates had a 44-26 edge on
the boards.

Danielle Davis

AASU Fifth At NCAA DII/NAIA
Spring Preview - McLeod Second
Men's Basketball: Pirates Guard the
Jasmine Jones
Staff Writer

The rankings on Valentines Day
showed a lot of love to the Pirate
men's basketball team.
The pirates have marched their
way up toeighteenth best team inthe
country. They first heard about their
new accomplishment in their hotel
rooms that night, when
for an away game at Lan
great feeling, I have never been on a
nationally rankedteam," said leading
scorer Bryan Taylor.
Although the news was great, the
Pirates were focused on the Lander
Bearcats, a team whose record
doesn't show their potential talent.
The pirates took care of business,
being up in the contest by as much
as twenty points. Despite this early
lead, the Bearcats were able to fight

18th Position

back in the game cutting the lead to
eight three times. "We played great
the first twenty five minutes, but we
became too relaxed with our plav,"
said Taylor.
The Pirates haveshown this mind
set a couple times this year. The 195 Pirates started the season on a
three game winning streak and lost
to (12-12) Fort Valley State Wildcats
(46-47). This laxattitude seemed to
plague the Pirates against Florida
Tech, when after being up eighteen
in the second half, the panthers
were able to fight back to get within
six points. "This is just something
that we need to work on, our fin
ishing touch," said freshman Kevin
Parker.
Despite this minor set back, Lander
could not defeat the strength of the
Pirates; the Pirates once again
brought home a victory (55-45).

Mary Culp
Sports Editor

Armstrong Atlantic State Uni
versity's women's golf team placed
fifth in the NCAA DII/NAIA Spring
Preview in Savannah.
The Pirates co-hosted their first
golf tournament in the history of the
program with the Savannah College
of Art and Design at Southbridge
Golf Club Feb. 13-14.
Play was delayed for one and onehalf hours on day one of the tour
nament due to frost. The women
golfers faced a challenging first day,
with cold temperatures intensified
by strong wind gusts
I don't even know how they held
onto the clubs," said AASU athletic
director, Dr. Eddie Aenchbacher.
AASU's Gretchen McCloud was
proud of her tournament perfor
mance despite the setbacks on day

one. "I played the best under the
conditions".
Although McCloud finished the
tournament at 2nd individually with
a 78—only one stroke over SCAD's
Hallie Cochran—she was a little dis
appointed with her placing."I could
have done better. I had a couple ol
shots that cost me," said McCloud.
Embry-Riddle took first place with
a team score of 659. SCAD followed
with a 670, and AASU finished with a
final-round 349 to placefifth behind
Northwood (689) and USC Upstate
(693)Aenchbacher was pleased with
the overall results, though he admit
ted there were moments of anxiety.
"It was tough being 2nd and 4* an(^
just two shots behind." Aenchbacher
was all smiles after the awards cer
emony, saying, "I'm really proud ol
them."
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Can You Dance?
brings his energy to Armstrong's students
Robert Hall

Staff writer

The Campus Union Board's
Doubleheader sponsored by
VAPAC with street dance ex
traordinaire, Bam the Liquid
Robot.
Barn's approach to his
show was very unique.
Bam sa id, "Hip hop is ev
erywhere. It's a culture. To
understand where we're go
ing, we have to know where
we came from."
Bam spoke about how the
hip-hop revolution began
with th e weekly television
show "Soul Train".
"Soul Train" debuted in
1971 and still runs today.
The innovators of that
time were Boogaloo Sam,
Pete Solomons and Robert
Shields. They weren't very
good dancers as Bam point
ed out, but they tried varia
tions of th e popular dances
of the time, which is what
pushed them forward with
the birth of the movement.
Pete Solomons was drunk on
Thunderbird malt liquor one
night and did a variation of
a step where he pushed back
on his heels and slid across
the floor. It wouldn't be until
1984 that wewould call it the
"Moonwalk," made famous
by the legendary Michael
Jackson.
Hip-hop found a home
on both sides of the United
States, mainly in California
and New York. On the west
coast, th e Mysterious Pop
pers were doing the robot,
perfecting it for the world
to see. In the Bronx, young
men were breakdancing to
Grandmaster Flash and the
Furious Five.
But, it was the Brooklyn
Uprockers, a gang, who got
the most notoriety. The
Uprockers' gang members
fought rhythmically. Ac
cording to legend, they
would play music during
their fights with rival gangs
and with weapons in hand
they would fight in
strong choreographed
moves that would make
Jackie Chan blush.
Now, in 2006, the
hip-hop movement is as
strong as ever. Breakdancing has taken over
the world, especially in
the U.S., France, Great
Britain and Korea. The
culture, the style, the
life and the music will
.surely survive another
35 years.
As for Barn's show,
:
he brought two of his

Bam teaches Armstrong students the art of dance.

dancers with him to help
with the crowd's participa
tion. 13 Armstrong students
became Barn's pupils as they
learned dances with roots in
the robot, the funky chicken
and even Brooklyn's Up
rockers. Bam provided trie
soundtrack for the evening,
which is music from his
upcoming motion picture
"White Men Can't Dance,"
a story about a prominent
50-something businessman
who is laid off from his job
and must find a way to save
his sickly daughter's life.
Barn's energy was obvious
to the crowd as he continued

to wow them with his unique
style and skills. Near the
end of the show, Bam took
more crowd participants
and led them in a Uprock
ers' style dance off in which
everyone had their chance to
imitate the gang style dance
moves between two lines of
people.
VAPAC would like to
thank everyone who came
out to make this show the
tremendous success that it
was. The Campus Union
Board proudly presents
Spoken Word Artists Steve
and Sekou tonight, Feb. 23,
2006 in the MCC at 8 p.m.

Five Questions with
Bam the Liquid Robot
1. When did you start dancing?
"When I was about nine years old is when I started
dancing".
2. Who is your biggest influence?
"I have so many. Jazzy Jay, Gene Kelly, Louie
Newave, Robert Shields. They all speak to me in
different ways, man."
3. Where'd your name come from?
"I was nicknamed by people on 'da street' because
0
of my energy."
4. Who are some of the biggest stars you've
worked with so far?
"I've worked with the likes of LL Cool J, Busta
Rhymes, Aretha Franklin, Darren Henson, and Run
DMC, just to name a few."
5. Where can we learn more?
"The DVD will drop soon. You'll see it in May."

Arts and Entertainment
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THE EDITORIAL STAFF AT THE INKWELL
IS PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE THAT THE
INKWELL C ONTINUES TO REMAIN THE
@2 a
AWARD WINNING V OICE OF
THE I NKWELL RECENTLY PLACED
SECOND I N THE GEORGIA COLLEGE
PRESS ASSOCIATION'S
—HWEMENT CATEGORY.
@1
•
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Adult Baseball
Savannah Adult Baseball League

is looking for new piayers/teams
to join for the Spring/Summer season.
Age Division is 24 older
Sign-ups are March 5th and March 12th
For more information on joining,
Call Kevin Fitzmaruice at 912-257-1470
Or visit their website at
www.SavannahMSBL.com

Classifieds
Attention Students! Looking to sell or buy books, clothes,
cars and more?0 Look no further than placing classifieds in the
Inkwell. As members of AASU faculty, students and staff may
place classifieds for FREE in the Inkwell. The classifieds are
limited to no more than forty words and must contain no profan
ity, but those are your only limitations! Email Inkwellfajmail.
armstrong.edu Attn: Teresa with your classified!
Experienced Musician available to teach private percussion les
sons to any age student. Emailtl6259@students.armstrong.edu
for more information.
Laughter and Fun Visit Moleculation.com to find true happi
ness and an assortment of funny flash cartoons!
HOUSESHARE. High School Teacher needs house-mate (F).
Garage, laundry, wireless internet, fenced yard (pet OK). Refer
ences needed. Call cell: 419-410-7019. $450 +
utility share.
Community Service. Nationally 60% of nursing home residents
never receive a visitor! That is heartbreaking but true. As a re
sult, many of our community's elderly spenS their days lonely
and isolated. Riverview Health and Rehabilitation Center's full
schedule of activities is filled with laughter and friends, thanks
to our devoted volunteers. You too can make a difference in the
lives of our residents by becoming a volunteer. Volunteers are
riceless assets and we would love for you to come and join us.
or more information, call Rhonda Sheffield, Volunteer Coor
dinator (912) 354-8225 ext. 243.-

P

Now Hiring! Sunglass Hut in the Savannah Mall is hiring part
time student workers. Call Mike at 912.354.5887 forfnore
information.

Safety, location and resort amenities at an incredible value.

You're investing in your

return for yourself?
• Spacious one, two and three bedroom condos on
33-acre natural preserve with 200 ft. floating dock
providing full-time deepwater access.
• Select homes include spacious sunrooms,
fireplaces, vaulted ceilings with ceiling fans.
Garages available.
• Resort style pool and fitness center.
• Control access gated community offers
increased security.
• Located minutes from school, malls and
grocery stores.
•'Public transportation available.

Hoover Creek hoovercreekcondos.com 912.920.1166
PLANTATION
ON

MORRIS

Low $100's to Mid $200's • Decorator Models Open Daily

fir

Information is believed to be
accurate but not warranted.

12300 Apache Avenue • Savannah, GA 31419 « To ll Free 866.534.4687 • Fax 912.920.4146

Armstrong
Atlantic State
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Snapping the Street
Arturo Soto on display
Chris Cannon

a reality "filtered through
one's ideas and beliefs."
Street Snaps, an exhi Through metamorphosis—
bition by 20 05 Savannah or mutation—"the event
College of Art and Design has been altered by one's
graduate Arturo Soto, will subjective worldview."
be on display at Potter Hall Soto's compendium of s il
Gallery, 3 42 Bull Street ver gelatin prints accentu
ates the random moments
Feb. 2-27.
In a series of snapshots of one's everyday reality,
taken duri ng his various beautifully highlighting the
travels throughout the importance of inconsequen
world, Soto explores these tial incidents. With seren
uncompromised photo dipitous composition, each
graphs and their "indirect photo gives one the sense
way o f d escribing intent that he or she is walking
and closeness to reality."
the same street through
Soto, having recently Prague or staring at the
earned a B.F.A. in both same beautiful sculptures
photography and film and as two lovers.
television, e xplained the
In one piece shot in Chi
impossibility of photogra- cago, children are playingin
phytobe completely objec a stream of water spouting
tive because of its artificial out from a pair of painted
construction. According to lips on a large wall. Remi
him, the subject matter of niscent of the happiness
an artist's photograph is and carefree spirit of our
Staff Writer

Arturo Soto's "Berlin, 2004"

own adolescence, the snap
shot paints the vivid picture
of childhood enchantment.

Talley's Folly...
Continued from page 1
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CUB'S VAPAC wants your butt!
Original Butt Sketch Artist Comes to Armstrong
ams signed everysketch, in
some cases personalizing
it with a special message.
Pjae Adams is a sketch She also used a polymer
artist by trade.
resin spray to preserve
Her work; however, is the drawing.
not for DC Comics or War
Dana Robinson, coner Brothers, but rather for chair of VAPAC said, "Af
an anatomical trait beloved ter we saw Pjae at NACA
by Leon Phelps, the Ladies' South in Chattanooga last
Man-"da butt!"
fall, we knew she'd be well
Adams is the artist received by our student
behind The Original Butt body. Her talent is un
Sketch Company.
limited."
Adams sketched over
Adams showed her pas
50 backsides of Armstrong sion through her work and
students Wed, Feb. 15,' through the time she com
mitted to Armstrong. She
2006.
The concept behind OBS drew for nearly five hours,
is a 120 second rendering finishing her set at 10p.m.
of the human form. Adams This coming weekend, she
used a special easel and will head to Boston for an
Chinese chalk pencils to other NACA co nference,
where she will share her
create her masterpieces.
After she finished, Ad talents in the Northeast.
Robert Hall

Staff Writer

riage.
Matt's hopes of rekindling
relations seem highly doubt
ful when Talley makes it clear
she is not impressed with his
Sherlock impersonations or
the twilight of the evening.
Tally, a nurse's aide who is 31
and still unmarried, makes it
clear to Matt she is has "never
felt less romantic," and that
she thinks he is nothing but
"a loose screw." Built-up pain
hinders her ability to open up
to Matt after their one-year
reunion.
As the play continues with
witty banter and comedic
choreogra
phy between
the
two
characters,
both Fried
man
and
Tally begin
to challenge
each other
in revealing
their hidden
pasts. In this
way, the play
does take
the form of a
waltz as both
playersdance
around the
deeper is
sues they
really want
to discuss.

This visualdiary emulates energizes, for it is the gear
Soto's philosophy—"Seeing that starts the engine of arshould always bean act that tistic creation.
Matt metaphorically
relates people and eggs
in what he calls "Humpty
Dumpty Complex," saying
that people are "individuals
that have tokeep separate to
not bang into each other and
crack." He tells the evasive
Tally: "You ought not to be
afraid of g etting your yolk
broke."
However, Tally is not the
only one in need of cracking
her shell. The play takes a
turn when she questions
Matt about his childhood in
Germany, and his animated
demeanor immediately di
minishes. As the two char
acters begin revealing their
pasts that are scarred by

the Great Depression and
WWII, thfe two are able to
come together through their
tragedies.
Wolfe and Brower suc
cessfully capture the com
edy as well as the drama in
their presentation. Miller
said that he looked for two
people with great chem
istry when casting, and it
was apparent in both per
formances. Miller also said
he hopes the audience will
leave under the impression
that, "in order to form suc
cessful relationships, we
must not be afraid to get
our shell cracked, scrambled
and mixed together with
other eggs."
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Editorials
not too late for Spring Semester at AASU!

How Hard Can it Be?
Safe sex and the average college student
Karen White

need to worryabout the pharmacist
Sex is natural.
who you know from church seeing
Well, I t ake that back. So called you.
natural sex is causing quite a few
AIDS is still out there. Syphilis is
health problems.
on the rise. Chlamydia, named the
Sex is normal.
silent STD because it presents with
Ahh, that's better. I'll go further few if a ny symptoms, is the most
- safe sex is normal, or at least it prevalent STD in college women.
should be. However,an overwhelm We are not immortal, nor are we
ing mass ofcollege-aged students in insusceptible to disease.
the U.S. still eschew condom use,
STDs carry many stigmas; no
STD testing or even talking about one argues that as an overwhelming
sex in serious terms.
fact. However, the best way to pre
I understand. Exams are a killer. vent STDs is to strap on thecondom,
Papers keep piling up. Condoms are every time. Trust no one. The next
expensive. Wrong. Planned Parent way to prevent the spread STDs is to
hood gives them away.The Chatham get tested. The Health Department
County Health Department gives offers screenings for allSTDs, some
them away. The condoms provided times freeof charge, sometimes at a
by both of these services are not reduced rate (around $5), depend
crappy condoms that break if you ing on the economic level of the
look at them the wrong way - they patient. And, good news, you don't
provide Durex condoms, a national have to use your parents' finances
brand that goes through rigorous as combined with your own, unlike
testing.
the evil FAFSA.
Both Planned Parenthood and
Seriously, stop pretending sex
the Health Department offer free doesn't exist. Further, stop pre
condoms to anonymous recipients. tending STDs will magically go
No more embarrassment, folks- no away. They don't.
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FLEX TERM

Complete courses in just seven weeks. Courses begin
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• Non-Core Introductory Options
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Check out AASU's flexible schedule —

AASU 1100
AASU 1101

The University Experience
Univ Studies: Strat for Success

Tues/Thurs
MonA/Ved

11:30 a.m.-12:25 p.m.
6-7:50 p.m.

Political Hist America/Georgia

Internet

Internet

Literature and Humanities

Tues/Thurs

6-8:35 p.m.

Stellar and Galactic Astronomy
Interpersonal Commun Skills
Interpersonal Commun Skills
Civilization I
World Politics

Mon/Wed/Fri
Tues/Thurs
Tues/Thurs
Tues/Thurs
Mon/Wed

1:30-3:20 p.m.
8:30-11:05 a.m.
4-6:45 p.m.
2:30-5:15 p.m.
11 a.m.-1:45 p.m.

Tues/Thurs
Tues/Thurs
Fri
Tues/Thurs
Mon/Wed
Mon/Wed
Tues/Thurs
Tues/Thurs
Internet
Sat
Mon/Wed
Mon/Wed
TBA

5:30-8:05 p.m.
7-9:35 p.m.
2:30-7:55 p.m.
8:30-11:05 a.m.
5:30-9:05 p.m.
5:30-8:05 p.m.
5:30-8:05 p.m.
5:30-8:05 p.m.
Internet
9 a.m.-2:25 p.m.
5:30-8:05 p.m.
2:30-5:05 p.m.
TBA

• Internet Options

POLS 1100
• Evening Options

ENGL 2100
• Day Options

ASTR1020
CRJU 1130
CRJU 1130
HIST 1111
POLS 1150

• Liberty Center Options (Hinesvilie)

CEUG 2100
CRJU 2210
CRJU 3300
ECON 2106
ENGL 0099M
ENGL 1101M
GEOG1100
MUSC 1100
PEBC 2000
PHIL 2201
PHIL 2251
PSYC 2950
RDEN 8071

Intro to Stu w/Disabilities
Intro to Law Enforcement
Criminology
Principles of Microeconomics
Basic Composition by Waycross
Composition & R hetoric by Waycross
World Regional Geography
Music Appreciation
Concepts of Fitness
Introduction to Philosophy
Intro Ethic/Contemp Moral Phil
Lifespan Developmental PSYC
Linking Lit Assess Instruct

• Physical Education Courses

Aerobic Dance
Beginning Weight Training
Lifetime Fitness Training
Bowling
Basic Swimming Skills
Intermediate Swimming

Beginning Scuba
Water Aerobics & E xercise
Elementary Tennis
Intermediate Tennis
Folk, Social & Contemp Dancing

Jazz Dancing
Beginning Golf
Concepts of Fitness
Lifeguard Training
Safety, First Aid & CPR

To register, contact the Office of Admissions.

A£3J.

9t2.927.5277 or 7.800.633.2349 • adm-info@mail.armstrong.edu

Graduate courses are also available.
Call 912.927.5377 • graduate@mail.armstrong.edu

www.armstrong.edu

Sports: Chad Jackson
A&E: Mario Incorvau
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•The Inkwell is pit hi shed
i
and distributed weekly each
semester. Copies are available in distribution boxes
throughout campus.
for length or content.

•The opinions expressed by the students of AASU may
administration of AASU.
•The Inkwell welcomes letters and comments from
readers provided that they are clearly written or typed.
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number and SSN included for verification purposes.
Names will be withheld upon request.
•The Inkwell welcomes public service announce
ments, press releases, etc. Such information may be
11935 Abercorn Street
published free of charge at the discretion of the edito
Savannah, GA 31419
rial staff.
(912} 927-5351
Fax: (912) 921-5901
« Photogr aphs are not guaran teed to be returned after
inkwell@mail.armstrong.edu publication. The Inkwell will attempt to return pho
tographs, but please ma ke copies before submission.
Printer
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Macon, GA
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M on-Thurs 7:30 a.m. to 8:30 p.m. and
Friday 730 a.m to 1 p.m

EXPRESS YOUR OPINION WITH A LETTER TO THE EDITOR!
E-mail the Inkwell editor at
Inkwell@mail.armstrong.edu.
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The Youth and Beauty Brigade: Against Sex Living Healthy
Kevin Daiss

Columnist

Lately, there has been a lot of talk
about sex.
Actually, that is a lie. There has
always been a lot of talk about sex.
From the first little hint of pubic
hair on your body until the day you
die, yo ur brain will be consumed
wholly with having sex—except
ing, of course, occasional breaks
to lament the lack of sex being re
ceived.
Look at the media as a cue that
we are all sex-obsessed. There are
more m ovies, books, videogames,
songs, cigarette advertisements
and car commercials about sex
than anything else. My favorite of
these is an old commercial for a
sports car—presumably foreign. It
basically states that if you drive said
sports car you will then in turn get
to sleep with multitudes of beautiful
women as long as you drive them in
your car with the top down after
ward. This premise is completely

ridiculous—but we buy into it.
Now, sex is awesome. I wish I
could end this column on that note,
but I want to talk about safe sex.
What is safe sex? Doing it while on
a stationary object, in private, with
the lights off, usually. Or at least
that's how it works for me. The lights
being off are a necessity, regardless.
Around campus I know Planned
Parenthood has been encouraging
students to...plan their parenthood
or something. I've heard of these
things called "condoms" before, but
I don't really believe in them and not
because I tell strangers I'm Catholic
for the free wine every weekend. No,
I don't believe in condoms because
if it weren't for the complete lack of
teenage self-control and prepared
ness then I would not exist today.
Mind you, I'm not saying to go all
willy nilly screwball on me. If you're
not sure about the benefits of procre
ation, I suggest homosexuality. It
works well for both people involved.
Yeah, you can get some kind of dis

ease—but you can get those by lick
ing doorknobs at the hospital, or
drinking from a public toilet (and
both of these happen about as often
as sex with a consenting partner of
the opposite sex), so I don't see that
as a huge risk.
If homosexuality isn't your style,
then don't worry. I'm sure you might
be able to get some unprotected sex
soon anyway. Just remember that
when you do have "unsafe" sex that
it isn't really unsafe. I mean, they
don't call the lotteiy the "unsafe" lot
tery. No, it's just the lottery. If sex
was meant to be safe then women
would have padding on their crotch
es and file their damn fingernails
before they dig them into your back
and scratch like a lioness in heat.
But they don't. And that's ok. Safe
sex isn't about using prophylactics
and KY Jelly—safe sex is about sex
with someone whom you're ok with
experiencing the burning, itching,
pus-oozing consequences of sex
with.

A 4th Branch of Government?
Brandon Godfrey

Columnist

I first want to say that my heart
goes o ut to Mr. Whittington, Mr.
Cheney and others who were in
volved in the hunting accident this
past week in Texas.
Meanwhile, the White House
press corps and the mainstream
media agencies they represent are
furious over the way the story was
revealed.
Nearly a week after the incident,
the agencies are still steaming over

what CNN is now calling a "cult of of the Fox News Channel on Wed,
secrecy" as the White House did Feb.15.
not alert them initially to the story.
Perhaps these elite news agencies
Instead the story first appeared on and their White House clans are re
the website of a small newspaper alizing that they are not granted a
out of Corpus Christi, Tex. after place in the checks and balances of
Armstrong, the owner of the ranch our government by the Constitution.
where the shooting took place, While it was comical to seethe eu
phemisms used by the White House
alerted them of the incident.
The likes of CNN, MSNBC and and some news agencies to describe
ABC can't comprehend that they the shooting such as "peppered" and
weren't the first to find out. Vice "sprayed" as well as much of the
President Cheney tweaked them media's reaction for not being told
even more by choosing to do an ex "first," we must remember there are
clusive interview with Brit Hume people involved in this story.

on Campus

Jennifer McDonald

Columnist

According to the U.S. Department
of Health and Human services,
only 35 percent of 21 year olds are
physically active on a regular basis.
College life is hectic and fast paced,
but that does not mean there is not
enough time for making healthy
choices. It is important for stu
dents to take care of their bodies
while they expand their minds. .
' Many common diseases such as
type II diabetes, high blood pres
sure, obesity and heart disease can
be controlled or prevented with a
healthy diet and regular exercise.
Sure you think you do not have
time to exercise, but you need to
remember that you are the one who
is responsible for your health.
Armstrong offers many oppor
tunities to be active on campus.
Students can get involved in intramurals or access the fitness center,
. quick jog<
campus? All it takes is a short 30minute session of any exercise to
get your heart pumping and boost
your metabolism and your mind.
That's right, exercising can help
you both physically and mentally!
Research has shown that students
who exercise have better memories,
quicker reaction time and higher
self-esteem.
You owe it to yourself and your
grades so get active and see the im
provements for yourself.

Dispatches from a Young Curmudgeon
Jeremy Windus

Columnist

According to the "Atlanta Journal
Constitution," the recently revived
plan to exempt textbooks from sales
tax could cost the state up to $8 mil
lion a year in tax revenues.
Removing a $0.04 tax on books
is something akin to washing the
lifeboats on the Titanic; it might
provide a morale boost, but it will
not be very useful in the long run.
The tax cut also fails to address
the fundamental problem at hand:
the needless pace of new editions
with little substantive change and
the professors who assign them.
An anecdote for illustration: In a
class I previously took, I led a class
discussion on an article found in an
anthology. To save money, I pur
chased the previous edition of the
assigned textbook; it cost $0.75 us
opposed to the $80 new version
(Yes, that decimal point is in the
proper position).
As I completed my introduction,
the professor interrupted, "Jeremy,
what in God's name are you talk
ing about?" I was confused and
explained that I was discussing

'Jane Smith's' article from Chapter
'9'. She relented and I continued
before she squelched me again mo
ments later.
When I spoke to her after class,
we discovered the problem. It seems
the publishers had replaced the ar
ticle in question with another by the
same author who wrote on the same
topic and then placed the article in
the same chapter. The focus had
changed slightly, but everything
else was the same. There was no
substantive difference between the
two books; this was for a history
class
The University System of Georgia
(USG), the governing body of
Georgia state colleges, claims that
76 percent of textbook editions
are changed every three to four
years, an all-time high. Anecdotal
evidence shows that many of the
new editions contain little more
than trivial revisions or shiny new
bundled study guides, CD-ROMs,
DVDs, Internet content or cosmetic
improvements.
In the way of an example, I
challenge the textbook community
to show the necessity of constant
new editions in Literature or

History.
Literature anthologies
are, by definition, eclectic and need
few updates. Further, any history
professor worth his weight in tweed
jackets will tell you that history
books should not include material
on 9/11 as historical hindsight is
not yet present.
USG writes, "For every dollar
spent on new textbooks, 78.6 cents
is returned to the publisher...of
which approximately 12 cents
represents the author...[while]
College bookstores receive a net
average income [of] approximately
4.1 cents." The money is clearly not
passing into the hands of greedy
bookstores, profit-mad authors or
the palms of the state. USG pegs
average textbook cost per semester
at $745-843; campus bookstores
earn an average of 22 percent gross
marginal profit and 34.4 percent on
used textbooks.
Textbooks sales are big business.
The National Association of College
Stores, an umbrella-lobbying group
representing bookstores, estimated
retail book sales of $6.9 billion
during the 2003-2004 academic
year, not including online sales.
The staggering cost prompted one

young Congressmen to attempt
to allocate Federal funds to pay
for textbook rental services on
campuses in H.R. 3259: Affordable
Books for College Act.
What to do? From personal
experience, I can say that I will
not purchase textbooks until I've
spoken with individual professors
and had them delineate between
recommended
and
required
reading. Professors often do not
understand the sheer expense of
their assigned readings. Previous
editions usually suffice for classes
conducted by chapter rather than
page number. Would it be a great
sin to assign a previous edition for
core classes? Has Babylon changed
that much in 3 years?
Publishers set supply while
professors
dictate
demand.
Students are somewhat lost along
the way. If USG is correct and
books represent some 20 percent
of a total college education, I
submit that something is horribly
wrong and publishers need to be
cut off. Textbooks are simply tools
in the hands of a skilled professor,
nothing more. How much would
you pay for a hammer?
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I WANT YOU

• •

to serve on the Campus Union Board!

MEMBERS NEEDED TO SERVE ON ALL COMMITTEES!!!
Rocfc M e Production*

MARCH 10

EMCEES
Celebrate/ArmstrongFest

Open Door

The Office of Career Services provides students and
alumni with assistance in career development and
the job search process. Our ser vices and programs
are an integral part of the educational process, from
the first day on campus io beyond the graduation
stage! Whether you need help with choosing a
major finding pan-time or full- time employment, or
]/information on topics such as resume writing and
interview skills, we are the place for you!
Our office is located in the Student Affairs Annex a*
s Compass Point omfhe second floor. The resource \
'.-^library will be open Monday through Friday S: IS
AMxmtd 5:00 PM.

For more ipiormaLortcontact

MARCH 10

Meet FAMOUS ARTISTS, bring exciting programs to YOUR campus and
have input on how YOUR student activities fees are spent!!!
Contact Student Activities in M CC 201 at 927-5300 or events@maii.armstrong.edu

Office of Career Services
Armstrong Atlsnf:c State University•
i 1S3S Abe/corn Street
Savannah Georgia 3141S-1997

Phor.e 912-927-5372 Fax; Si2-921 -2335
Tmasl careers@maiLArmstrong
u

ed

Career Services
'You hare <t d itiepte persoraiit.y. bd'frfi

yon knovr what ft is? W e c-xrt helprr

AASU

GIVE
FOR • THE

GULF
2005-2006

The Inkwell is collecting toys to be distributed to children who have been
impacted by the devastation of Hurricane Katrina. Toys for children of all ages
will be accepted. Please no toys that promote violence. New toys preferred.
DROP OFF LOCATION: Inkwell Office, MCC Room 202

